2. ____________ beyond the basics is a vital part of our life as a
believer – ____________ means I am always getting ready
for what comes next.
3. Giving God the credit for my life because of the ___________
HE has poured into my life. ____________ is how I live for
God everyday producing KINGDOM related results.

Measuring Spiritual Growth
 Jesus grew in ___________ and in ___________ and in
___________ with God and all the people. Luke 2.52
 GREW = ___________ ___________ or it did not stop
happening but was always part of His life.
 Grew in ___________
 ___________ to hate properly.
 Grew in ___________
 ___________ level was going up
 GREW in ___________
 ___________ defines the life of a believer

Additional Notes:

Growing in Wisdom
Fear of the LORD is the foundation of ___________ . Knowledge
of the Holy One results in good judgment. ___________ will
multiply your days and add years to your life. If you become
wise, you will be the one to benefit. If you scorn ___________ ,
you will be the one to suffer. Proverbs 9.10-12
Growing in Wisdom = ______________________
 Fear of the LORD is the foundation of ___________ .
Proverbs 8.13
 “The Fear of the LORD is to ___________ evil…”
NRSV
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'The Fear of the LORD is true ____________;
Job 28.28
 to ____________evil is real understanding.'
 Forsake ____________ = GAIN _______________

Growing In Stature A_____________ Believer
The foundation to a _______________Believer Hebrews 6.1-3
1. _______________-Changing direction of life away from or
REJECTING evil & Following God.
2. _______________-Putting our full confidence in God to
direct your life as part of His plan.
3. _______________-Learning to Submit and becoming
obedient to God’s will for your life.
4. Laying on of _______________-Participating in Ministry using
your gifts as part of His eternal Spiritual KINGDOM.
5. _______________– The transition from this PHYSICAL world
to the SPIRITUAL Kingdom.
6. Eternal _______________-Being ready for eternity.

Growing In Wisdom = ______________________
 __________ - ____________ will multiply your days and add
years to your life.
 __________ - If you become ____________ , you will be the
one to benefit.
 __________ - If you scorn ____________ , you will be the
one to suffer.

Growing In Favor A=______________
 ____________ is what you receive from God. (see Eph 2.8) It
is the blessings you receive for rejecting evil and growing and
maturing. We return ____________ in our praise and in our
thankfulness to God and as we serve ____________ .

But whatever I am now, it is all because God poured out his
special ____________ on me–and not without results. 1



“All who Fear the LORD will HATE evil.” Proverbs 8.13 NLT
 __________ EVIL = GAIN ______________



______________of the Holy One results in good judgment.
 Fear of the LORD is the ______________of true knowledge
Proverbs 1.7

“All who Fear the LORD will _________ evil.” Proverbs 8.13 NLT
 GAIN ______________ = Refuse & Reject ____________











Growing In Wisdom = ______________________
Jesus is learning THE FEAR OF THE LORD is to ____________
____________ .
____________ what is evil in the world.
____________ to let evil into his life.
____________ evil’s influence to change Him.
This means he is increasing or growing in
 ____________
 ____________
 ____________
2

Corinthians 15.9



The question for every believer to ask themselves, “What
would I be without God’s ____________ , God’s
____________ in your life?”
 May God the Father and our Lord Jesus Christ give you
____________ and peace. Galatians 1.3
Three Keys to Personal Spiritual Growth
1. The Wisdom, Knowledge and Understanding are all based
on the same thing – LEARNING to ____________ ,
____________ & ____________ EVIL as part of my life, or
more simply put just learning to __________ __________ .
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